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U9s

Session 7: Recieving

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Touch with ball/control
-Using various parts of the body
-Agility/balance

Activity 1

JUGGLING (1-015min)
Each player tries to keep
their balloon
or beach ball up in the air
using any
body part except for hands.
Count how
many touches. If it falls to
the ground,
pick it up try again.
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Activity 3

3v1 KEEP AWAY (15-20min)
3 Players in a grid pass to
one another and keep it
away from a 4th player who
is the defender. If the 4th
player kicks it out of the
grid they changes places
with the player who last
touched the ball

Progression:
-Juggling in pairs
-One person serves to the other

-Technique
-Various parts of the body being
used
-Movement

Activity 2

EGG DROP (10-15min)
2 pairs w/ one person from
each team at a cone (cones
10 yrds away). Each team
throws ball to teammate.
Receiving person takes one
touch and tries to drop ball
closest to cone. Point for
closest ball.

Objectives

Progression:
-Can go to 2 touch if 1 touch not
working.
-Receiving player face away.
Thrower serves ball and then says
turn.

Key Coaching Points
Follow object/ball with
your eyes.
-Move to get behind and in
line with it—don’t stretch
for it
DISCOVERY QUESTION:
-How did you have to prepare to
get the ball?

-Stay on toes
-Go to the ball and then relax
-Get behind the ball
Discovery Question:
-How does staying on toes help?
-What parts of the body worked
best?

-Moving to open space
-First touch
-Check in check out
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-Triangles: Key to creating options
-Move after pass to create option
for receiving player
-Try not to stop the ball dead when
-Progression
receiving, direct it to a space you
-Play 3v0 so kids have a chance to want to go
pass and move without pressure
-Keep moving, change speed, cut
-Defender can only hop or move as -Go to meet the ball
a crab
-Limit touches
Discovery Question:
-What did you have to do to get
open?
-When the ball was coming to you
what did you need to do?
- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

7v7 with goalkeeper
(20-25)
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- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
During halftime rather than tell the
kids what is going well or bad ask
them what they are doing well and
what they are doing bad.
HOMEWORK:
Juggle 20 times with feet only and
20 times with thighs only.
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